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Abstract. Accurate and efficient identification of nerves is
an essential component of peripheral nerve blocks. While
ultrasound (US) imaging is increasingly used as a guidance modality, it often provides insufficient contrast for
identifying nerves from surrounding tissues such as
tendons. Electrical nerve stimulators can be used in conjunction with US imaging for discriminating nerves from
surrounding tissues, but they are insufficient to reliably prevent neural punctures, so that alternative methods are
highly desirable. In this study, an interventional multispectral photoacoustic (PA) imaging system was used to
directly compare the signal amplitudes and spectra
acquired from nerves and tendons ex vivo, for the first
time. The results indicate that the system can provide significantly higher image contrast for discriminating nerves
and tendons than that provided by US imaging. As
such, photoacoustic imaging could be valuable as an
adjunct to US for guiding peripheral nerve blocks. © 2015
Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.
JBO.20.11.110503]
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Accurate and efficient identification of nerves is critically
important in interventional pain management procedures such
as nerve blocks. With nerve blocks, ultrasound (US) imaging
is often useful to guide a medical needle for injections of anesthetics. However, with US imaging it can be very challenging to

identify nerves, especially when they are within the vicinity of
tendons that often have similar appearances.1,2 More critically,
accidental intraneural injections can cause permanent nerve
damage.3
Several methods have been implemented in clinical practice
to facilitate nerve identification.1 Traditional approaches used
paresthesia, in which contact between the nerve and the needle
were detected by the patient. Today, nerve stimulators are often
used in conjunction with US for discriminating nerves from surrounding tissues. However, there is a poor correlation between
the threshold for nerve stimulation and the distance between the
needle tip and the nerve, and alternative methods are highly
desirable.4,5
Optical methods for detecting nerves have attracted increasing interest in recent years.6–12 Optical reflectance spectroscopy
is able to identify spectroscopic tissue signatures and thus was
used to guide nerve blocks in swine and human patients.6–8
Other methods such as confocal imaging,9 coherent anti-Stokes
Raman scattering microscopy,10 optical coherence tomography,11 and fluorescence imaging with exogeneous contrast
agents12 have been used. However, all optical imaging modalities suffer from a depth-resolution tradeoff, in which poor spatial resolution is obtained at depths beyond the ballistic region
(typically ∼1 mm).
Multispectral photoacoustic (PA) imaging could be a useful
modality for visualizing nerves in a clinical setting. It provides
rich optical contrast and spectroscopic tissue specificity.
Additionally, the spatial resolution can be acoustically defined,
so that it is not dependent on achieving a light focus in tissue.13
It is well known that multispectral PA imaging can identify
lipid-rich tissue structures;14 nerves and atherosclerotic arteries
have been imaged with microscopic and wide-field PA using
this principle.15–17 In the Li et al. study,16 a clinical US imaging
probe was used for reception with surface-based illumination.
This type of illumination may be well suited to superficial
nerves, but visualization of deeper nerves could be challenging
due to the rapid reduction of PA sensitivity with increasing imaging depth. Interventional PA imaging addresses this issue by
delivering light inside the body, and detecting US at the tissue
surface.18–23
An interventional multispectral PA (IMPA) imaging system
was developed in the authors’ group.21–23 The system was
characterized in previous studies using phantoms and fatty tissues.21,22 In this study, an IMPA system was used to directly
compare PA signal amplitudes and spectra acquired from
excised nerves and tendons. To the authors’ knowledge, this
comparison had not previously been made.
The IMPA system (Fig. 1) was based on a clinical US
imaging system (Ultravision, Winprobe, Florida) with excitation
light provided by an optical parametric oscillator (OPO,
VersaScan L-532, VersaScan L-532, GWU-Lasertechnik,
Erftstadt, Germany), pumped by a Nd:YAG laser (repetition
rate: 10 Hz; pulse width: 6 to 9 ns; Quanta-Ray, INDI-40-10,
Spectra-Physics, Santa Clara, California). The idler beam of
the OPO, with a tunable wavelength range of 1100 to
2200 nm, was coupled to an optical fiber with silica-core/
silica-cladding and a core diameter of 910 μm. US reception
was performed with a clinical linear array US imaging probe
(L14-5/38), with a nominal bandwidth and geometric focus
of 5 to 14 MHz and 16 mm, respectively. Acquisition of PA
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Fig. 1 (Top) Schematic of the interventional multispectral photoacoustic (PA) imaging system. (Bottom) Photograph of a nerve and
tendon pair, affixed by rubber bands.

images was triggered by the synchronization signals of the OPO
(Fig. 1). Since the OPO light pulses occurred at the constant rate
of 10 Hz, a logic AND gate was used to control triggering of the
US system and thereby to provide control over the image acquisition speed. PA images were reconstructed online using a backprojection algorithm. A standard US B-mode image was
acquired immediately after each PA image acquisition, with
postbeam formed radio frequency data sampled at 40 MHz.
PA and US images were transferred to a personal computer for
postprocessing.
Four nerves and tendons from the brachial plexus and from
the upper foot, respectively, were excised from two swine
immediately postmortem at the Northwick Park Institute for
Medical Research (London, United Kingdom). For US and
PA imaging, a nerve and a tendon were affixed in parallel on
a translation stage, in a tank filled with phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS) solution at the room temperature (Fig. 1). The
nerve and tendon (each approximately 10 cm in length) were
positioned perpendicular to the imaging plane at the same
depth. The light delivery fiber was inserted in-plane so that its
tip position could be identified on the US image. Excitation light
from this fiber was largely unscattered by the PBS; it was first
directed only at the tendon (Fig. 1), and then it was directed only
at the nerve after the nerve/tendon pair was laterally translated.
The position of the light delivery fiber was constant. Each multispectral PA image sequence comprised 21 acquisitions, which
were performed at light wavelengths that varied from 1160 to
1260 nm in steps of 5 nm. At each wavelength, 25 repeated
images were acquired. While the energy per pulse was approximately constant at each wavelength (7 mJ), the pulse energies at
each wavelength were used to normalize the acquired PA image
frames. The light fluence at the tissue surface was below the
ANSI limit for exposure to skin (100 mJ∕cm2 ).24 The fluence
was estimated without accounting for the light absorption in
the water path; the actual fluence on the tissue surface was
even lower than our estimation. With the first three nerve/tendon
pairs, imaging was performed at a single location along the tissue axis; the fourth pair was longer in length and allowed for
imaging at three nonoverlapping locations.
Journal of Biomedical Optics

To calculate PA spectra from a region of interest (ROI), PA
amplitudes were averaged across the ROI and over repeated
images. Normalized PA spectra were used to perform averaging
across multiple samples. For normalization, the first step was to
average the noise-subtracted PA spectrum across measured
wavelengths. As the second step, a normalization factor was calculated so that this average was equal for all nerve samples. The
third step was to apply this normalization factor as a multiplicative term to PA spectra from both nerve and tendon samples.
Images acquired from a representative nerve/tendon pair are
shown in Fig. 2. The US and PA images had a good spatial correspondence. In the US images, the nerves and tendons had similar visual appearances [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. With PA imaging,
the two tissues presented very differently. When excitation light
was directed only to tendons, very small PA signals were
observed [Fig. 2(c)]. When excitation light was directed only to
nerves, the surface and part of the interior of the nerves were
clearly apparent at wavelengths in the vicinity of 1210 nm
[Fig. 2(d)]. The mean PA spectrum obtained from an ROI
enclosing the first nerve corresponded well to the optical absorption spectrum of lipid [Fig. 2(e)]. The mean normalized PA spectrum obtained from this same ROI was very similar to that of the
mean PA spectrum obtained from the first nerve and it had comparable standard deviations [Fig. 2(f)].
To compare how nerves and tendons can be differentiated
with PA and US imaging, the image contrast corresponding
to each of these two modalities was calculated as follows:

Contrast ¼

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;326;455

jS̄Nerve − S̄Tendon j
;
jS̄Nerve þ S̄Tendon j

(1)

where S̄Nerve and S̄Tendon are the signal amplitudes averaged over
ROIs surrounding these respective tissues. For PA images, contrast was calculated after averaging across acquisitions performed with the excitation light wavelengths of 1205, 1210,
and 1215 nm. A comparison between the contrast from PA
and US was made using a paired t-test, with the assumption that
all six sample pairs were independent. As shown in Fig. 3, the
estimated PA contrast was significantly higher than the US contrast (p < 0.05).
In this study, the excitation light was delivered through an
optical fiber to the ROI. This configuration could be beneficial
for imaging nerve structures that are beyond the imaging depth
of PA imaging systems with surface-based excitation light delivery. Follow-on in vivo studies and simulations are required to
determine under what conditions through-needle delivery is
preferable to surface-based delivery, and to determine how
the presence of optical scattering and absorption between the
optical fiber and the tissue target affects PA signal amplitudes
and spectra.
The results of this study suggest that lipids could be a useful
source of endogenous contrast for differentiating nerves from
tendons with multispectral PA imaging. Within nerves, lipids
are known to be present within myelin sheaths and in intraneural
adipose tissue. However, care will be needed to interpret PA
images obtained in vivo, as lipids are also found in several other
locations, such as perineural adipose tissue and fascial planes. If
a tissue structure is known to be either a nerve or a tendon, PA
contrast is likely to be useful for differentiating the two-tissue
structures. However, determining whether an arbitrary lipid-rich
structure in tissue corresponds to a nerve is a different problem.
US imaging could be beneficial in terms of providing
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Fig. 3 Photoacoustic and ultrasound image contrast calculated from
six measurements, acquired from four nerve and tendon pairs. Error
bars represent the standard deviations. *p < 0.05.

Fig. 2 Interventional multispectral PA imaging and US imaging of a
nerve/tendon pair. US images of the tendon and nerve samples (pair
#1) are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. PA images of this nerve/
tendon pair are superimposed on the corresponding US images in (c)
and (d). A small PA signal from the tendon is indicated with a “V” in (c).
The dashed lines are marginal rays that indicate the angular range of
light emerging from the fiber. The images (c) and (d) were normalized
to the maximum value of image (d), and they are displayed on the
same color scale. PA amplitudes acquired from nerve/tendon pair
#1, which were averaged over regions of interest (ROIs) [dashed
boxes in (c), (d)] and over the repeated images, are shown in (e).
The optical absorption spectrum of lipid, obtained from Ref. 25 and
scaled relative to the maximum value of the nerve spectrum, is provided for comparison. Normalized PA amplitudes acquired from all
sample pairs, which were averaged over ROIs, over repeated images,
and across samples, are shown in (f). The error bars in (e) and (f) are
standard deviations that were calculated from the 25 repeated images
and from the six samples, respectively. The normalization procedure
is described in the text.

With in vivo imaging, nerves and tendons will present differently than they did in this study, as they are surrounded by
multiple types of optically heterogeneous tissues. As a result,
both scattering and absorption in the background will likely
be more prominent; the latter could include contributions from
hemoglobin28 and myoglobin. Spectral unmixing and acquisitions from different wavelength ranges, where hemoglobin
and myoglobin absorb more prominently, could, therefore, be
valuable to improve contrast for lipids for in vivo nerve delineation. In this study, optical scattering and absorption within
nerves and tendons were likely responsible for the apparent
lack of signals in deeper regions within these tissue structures.
To assist with the guidance of nerve blocks, multispectral PA
imaging could be valuable to test hypotheses about the identities
of particular tissue structures that are identified with US imaging. In addition to the identifying nerves, PA imaging could also
highlight blood vessels to prevent accidental punctures using
excitation light with wavelength ranges where hemoglobin
absorption is prominent. This study demonstrated that IMPA imaging could be a valuable adjunct modality to US imaging for
guiding nerve blocks, as it has the potential to decrease complication rates and improve procedural efficiency.
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